Shame, Blame, and Culpability — Judith Bondeson 2013-06-03 This ground-breaking collection of research-based chapters addresses the themes of shame, blame and culpability in their historical perspective in the broad areas of crime, violence and the modern state, drawing on less familiar territories such as Russia and Greece, not just on material from familiar locations in western Europe. Ranging from the early modern to the late twentieth century, the collection has implications for how we understand punishments imposed by states or the community today. Shame, blame and culpability is divided into three sections, with a crucial case study part complementing two theoretical parts on shame, and on blame and culpability; exploring the continuance of shaming strategies and examining their interaction with and challenges to ‘modern’ state-sponsored blame management, including allocations of culpability. The collection includes chapters on the deviant body, capital punishment and, of particular interest, Russian case studies, which demonstrate the extent to which the Russian, like the Greek, experience needs to be seen as part of a wider European whole when examining ideas and themes. The volume challenges ideas that shame strategies were largely eradicated in post-Enlightenment western states and societies; showing their survival into the twentieth century as a challenge to state dominance over identification of what constituted ‘crime’ and also over punishment practices. Shame, blame and culpability will be a key text for students and academics in the fields of criminology and crime, gender or European history.

The Romance of the Rose — John Gower 1851

The Roman Catholic Church viewed it as licentious, and the book was suppressed. Nevertheless, the romance was widely copied and translated. Its opening, or book, is known as the Prologue to the Pardoner, and describes the Prologue himself: a drunkard, lying to the dying knight who is about to die in his bed, and pathological liar. The Prologue himself is the narrator of the stories that follow.
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A Politeia for a different, stronger and fairer Europe — Paolo Savona 2018-12-10 Making the European Union “stronger and more equitable”. That’s the aim of this document which Paolo Savona, the European Affairs Minister, has submitted to the European authorities on behalf of the Italian Government. It contains a series of proposals to complete the European institutional architecture and to correct the policies currently followed, by promoting an intra-European dialogue in the framework of a high level working group composed by the Representatives of the Commission and the Member States in order to offer more social well-being and growth opportunities which could combine with the requests for monetary and financial stability, whose satisfaction, contrary to the first two objectives, is endowed with good tools. All this in line with the commitments made in the Treaty that followed one another from that of Maastricht onwards. One central point of this proposal is that the governance of the European economy and society can not be entrusted to mechanical rules typical of the private governance organization that is previously aimed at the efficient management of resources, but to political choices which start from the changing structural and conjunctural conditions of the individual Member States and the Union inspired by a “Politeia”, that is, the ways in which the common good is organized in order to embrace the social issues with particular regard to the needs of the weakest parts of the population.

Afghansitan or studies on women in MENA and Afghanistan from a sociological perspective. Myths and significance of gender in the midst of change. Neither are there many sociological studies on MENA and gender during periods of social and political change. Social change is usually described in terms of modernization, of what constituted ‘crime’ and also over punishment practices. Shame, blame and culpability will be a key text for students and academics in the fields of criminology and crime, gender or European history.
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